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On 19 August, 2013, I walk into the 
of�ce pondering over my work for 
the day. After an exchange of 
greetings and pleasantries with 
colleagues, I start my work. After 
about an hour’s work, the entire 
team gets called in for a meeting. 
We discuss all our projects and 
suddenly our CEO, Pickbrain, tells us, 
“We should do something big for this 
Teachers’ Day. During one of my 
interactions with Dr. Kalam, at a 

quiz, he speci�cally asked me to create something to celebrate our teachers. 
We should do something for our teachers.” 

We agree with him and then came the bombshell! “Dr. Kalam has suggested 
we launch a portal for teachers”. He �nds the entire team gaping at him. 
One of us in a low voice, asked the question all of us were thinking of, 
“When do you want to launch the portal?” Pat came the reply, “September 5,  
of course!”. “Impossible”, one of us exclaimed, as the others nodded. Pickbrain 
smiled and said, “I might agree, but the word impossible is not in Dr. Kalam’s 
dictionary and I surely do not have the courage to tell him we can’t do it”. 
And just like that WE HAD TO LAUNCH A PORTAL IN FIFTEEN DAYS!

STROKE OF THE MIDNIGHT HOUR: What seemed to be like an impossible 
task, ended up being many smaller tasks put together once we set our mind  
to it. This made the impossible, possible! We spoke to many of our friends and 
well-wishers, in schools across India, who were very supportive and helped us 
with their articles and inputs. After a series of late nights at of�ce, we �nally 
achieved our deadline and launched THETEACHER.IN on 5 September, 2013 
at 00:00 hours. 

FROM ONLINE TO PRINT TO TEACHER MEETS: Over the years, we kept 
populating the portal with engaging content and conducted many online 
contests for TheTeacher.in community. In 2017, we launched our Youtube 
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channel. The year 2018 was probably the most signi�cant year for us. 
We grew and accomplished two major goals for TheTeacher.in. The �rst was 
the launch of the print edition of TheTeacher.in magazine from July 2018. 
We were fortunate to interact with some legends like Kailash Satyarthi, 
G. Balasubramanian, Arvind Gupta and now the dynamic Dr. YGP along with 
many institution heads. It did not end there, as in December 2018, we achieved 
our second goal, as we launched the �rst Educators’ Meet at Jamshedpur. 
We followed that with Kotagiri. We aim to do 25 cities in the next couple of
years and also take the meet beyond India. The idea was simple - create an 
interactive and informative platform for the TheTeacher.in community.
The Educators’ Meet has allowed us to do just that.     

This Teacher’s Day we, TheTeacher.in turn 6! It has been an amazing journey 
for the entire team at TheTeacher.in. The journey has been extremely humbling 
and a wonderful experience for all of us. It may sound cliched when I say this, 
but it is because of the blessings of Dr. Kalam and the continuous patronage you 
teachers, principals, educators, well-wishers and critics out there, have given 
us, that we are where we are today. 

Launching a portal in �fteen days sounds scary, to me, even to this day, 
yet when we look back, it happens to be one of our sweetest memories. 
Impossible tasks bring people together. The destination becomes larger than 
everything else. Sometimes, tasks may seem herculean but, believe me when 
you achieve it, especially as a team, it provides you with motivation and 
self-belief that can never be doused. TheTeacher.in did just that for the entire 
team! I hope and wish that all of you �nd that one thing that gives you the 
self-belief that will last forever!

Thank you all very much for being a part of TheTeacher.in family and supporting 
us all through. Here’s wishing all you educators’ a Happy Teachers’ Day!      
         
Yours Positively!

Rashmi
If you have an experience along these lines to share, do write to me on  
rashmi@greycaps.com

A natural writer, teacher and a passionate content creator, Rashmi has authored the Cu and Rio series and created the 
Keystones program on Values Education from Greycaps. She is one of the founders of  TheTeacher.in. She is a sought 
after speaker at educational conferences, facilitator programs and for motivational talks to students at schools across 
India. She holds a Master’s Degree from the prestigious NIT Suratkal where she also taught before joining Greycaps. 
Rashmi is also a popular quiz host for schools, colleges and large corporate audiences. She has co-hosted the Tata 
Crucible quiz and Travel Quest by Thomas Cook.

@RashmiGreycaps
@RashmiGreycaps
Rashmi Furtado



With Arti�cial Intelligence (AI) opening 
up its score in classroom, teachers might 
have to rewire their brain mechanisms 
that deal with classroom pedagogy and 
interactive presentations of the content.

Continued from August 2019 edition…

Classrooms might have different              
     learning layers
As perceptions to learning would vary 
from one child to another, (though it 
exists even now to a limited extent) there 
will be different learning layers in the 

classroom. While the speed and levels 
of understanding could be better with 
the use of AI, it might lead to a larger 
number of questions from the learners 
on ‘why’, ‘how’ and ‘what’. With larger 
visual inputs impacting their learning 
process, their engagement with 
learning is likely to be more immersive 
and hence the urge to challenge will be 
enhanced. Teachers might have to look 
at their content to a greater depth and 
be willing to give better answers, 
acknowledge their inabilities as and 
when they encounter conceptual 
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G. Balasubramanian is a doyen of school education in 
India. He has held several positions of leadership at CBSE, 
including Director Academics. He was the brain behind the 
introduction of several innovations at CBSE, which included 
frontline curriculum, Communicative Approach to 
Language Teaching, Information Technology, Alternatives 
to Homework, etc. He is also an author, poet and a 
sought-after speaker at educational conferences world over.

G. BALASUBRAMANIAN
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mishaps, thus leading to a researching 
engagement with their content. 
This will create several layers of 
learning in a cohort and might call 
for a fresh look at their pedagogical 
deliveries and their evaluation.

Extended and connected 
learning would increase

With new ‘avatars’ of conceptual 
designs, a lot of supplementary inputs 
to content design, content architecture 
and content validation would happen. 
This will force the learners to seek 
external avenues for enrichment of 
their knowledge and skills. Increased 
desire for experimentation and seeking 
more information through search 
engines, connecting knowledge pieces 
for making newer meanings would 
challenge the routine classical patterns 
of classrooms. The Internet of Things, 
establishing huge connectivity between 
information systems, possibilities of 
integrated thinking would increase. 
Indeed, teachers might have to 
reposition their pedagogical strategies 
more as a co-learner, enabler, 
mentor and human resource activist. 
School libraries would also have to 
take a new ‘avatar’ by acting as support 
centres for teacher empowerment.

Need to revisit the types of 
lesson plans

The classical mode of preparing ‘lesson 
plans’ might need a holistic review. 
Though even now there is a large gap 
between the prepared lesson plans 
(which is done mostly to satisfy an 
administrative requisite), it would be 
very dif�cult to position AI within the 
framework of the current conceptual 
delivery of lesson plans. Serious 
discussions will have to be carried out 

between pedagogues, and 
administrators to articulate an 
‘acceptable model’ that will re�ect 
effective delivery, productivity and 
coverage in the classrooms. Possibly 
more freedom to think, experiment and 
interact would be the impact of AI in a 
classroom with a spectrum of learners.

School administrators would 
have to be more open to 
experimentation

If AI is �tted into the existing design 
of pedagogical delivery, it could lead 
to more chaos and wastage. It is 
important to position AI as another 
evolutionary step in learning 
modelling. That would indeed mean 
more space, time and freedom to 
the teachers to absorb and integrate 
themselves to a newer level. 
School heads and administrators 
should provide this freedom to the 
school community so that the 
challenges are minimised.

Arti�cial Intelligence in classrooms has 
to result in bringing a new life to 
classrooms facilitating empowerment 
of human intelligence. ‘Design 
Thinkers’ might �nd future quite 
engaging with these issues.  

     

Picture credits - Colocation America
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            Imagine being in front of someone twice 
your age, but for some reason, the feeling you get 
is that the person seems way younger than you. 
It summarises exactly how I felt, sitting in awe, 
in front of Padma Shri Dr. YGP, as she opened up 
in a freewheeling chat with me. For a quizmaster by profession, you would 
credit me to being used to meeting people with good memory. At 93, Dr. YGP 
stumps me with her extraordinary memory and recollection of anecdotes   
from her life, including her previous meeting with me nearly a decade ago.  
On multiple occasions during the chat, I get a feeling I may not have come 
prepared with enough questions. Thankfully, the interview is two way as her 
inquiring mind throws several questions at me, from time to time.

Barely minutes into the chat one feels overwhelmed and touched by her 
simplicity as she urges us to eat or drink something. As we politely decline, 
“buttermilk” she insists. For one of India’s �nest institution builders and 
educational visionaries, she is a teacher and a mother to everyone she meets.

While our nation knows her better, as the creator and builder of the PSBB Group 
of Institutions, not many know she was an accomplished journalist. She was  
the �rst woman to join the editorial team at The Hindu, someone who had 
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interviewed Yuri Gagarin (you read it 
right!) and wrote fashion columns in 
the 40’s & 50’s. She quizzes me about 
my pseudonym Pickbrain, and with 
childlike enthusiasm says, “I have 
many such names. For Sport and 
Pastime (a weekly of the Hindu)   
I wrote as Rashmi, for Kumudam  
(a reputed Tamil magazine) I was 
Jalak,” she says with a radiant smile.

At a recent interaction on the  
new education policy, I met
G. Balasubramanian, former Director 
Academics, CBSE and I tell him about 
my interview with Dr. YGP. In the 
context of our meeting, he aptly quips, 
“Mrs. YGP had an education policy of 
her own in her mind”. It was a perfect 
analogy to how she shaped education 
by thinking out of the box and 
bringing in changes that were way 
ahead of her times. 

While we speak of experiential 
learning today, decades ago, she 
introduced a concept called  
‘Creative drama’ that covered even 
subjects such as Math and Chemistry. 
The school has also recently 
introduced a platform, with her 
patronage, called PADHAM – PSBB 
academy of dance heritage and 
music. The school has a large, alumni 
who are performing artists in Carnatic 
music. The idea is to bring the alumni 
back to school, to perform and inspire 
the younger generation. Here are 
some of her answers in her own 
words as I feared distorting the 
essence of what she said in 
attempting to scribe it.

What is your advice to the 
teachers of today? 
“You must look after the students like 
mothers and treat them with love and 
affection. Always be laughing and 
smiling and bring the best out of the 
children”. 

You are an inspiration yourself, 
who did you look up to? 
Pat comes her reply “Mahatmaji.  
To me, Gandhi was the best! He lived 
a non-violent life in a violent world 
and that required a lot of courage. 

 “I know as much 
Tamil as you  
know Hindi.”

Mahatma Gandhi
to Mrs.YGP 

Dr. YGP in her graduation robe
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Can you tell us something about 
your friendship with Dr. Kalam? 
“He would speak so freely and  
easily. He always had a child-like 
enthusiasm. He always left you with 
some thoughts. Though he would 
treat me like his daughter, he was 
younger to me in age, so I blessed 
him. When I invited him for my 80th 
birthday to the school, he asked me, 
Why, should I not come home? I said 
sure. He lived up to his promise and 
came home despite being an 
incumbent President of the nation”. 
The incident re�ects Dr. Kalam’s 
humility on the one hand and his 
admiration for Dr. YGP on the other.

You have always supported the 
cause of women and pushed 
them to achieve more, what is
your message to all young girls 
and women? 

 “Mrs.YGP had an 
education policy 

of her own in   
her mind.”

G.Balasubramanian

He did it throughout his life. That is 
his biggest teaching, to imbibe 
non-violent thinking.”

Who did you learn from most?   
She credits her mother for being a 
visionary and ensuring she became 
the �rst female graduate in the family, 
in an era when women did not pursue 
education beyond a point. She also 
learnt her values from her, an 
important one being ‘inclusion’.  
She dwells into an incident to drive 
the point – a rikshaw puller who 
would take them to school was 
diagnosed of tuberculosis and her 
mother would cook eggs separately 
for the rikshawala to ensure he 
recovered.

Is it true you spoke to Indira 
Gandhi regarding women being 
restricted from being principals of 
boys’ schools?  
“Yes, schools for boys in those days 
had only men as principals, and I  
did not like that rule. When I told  
Mrs. Indira Gandhi she readily agreed 
with me and immediately asked for 
the rule to be changed.” Ever since in 
India, women are allowed to become 
Principals of boys’ schools as well.
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 “There is nothing 
a man can do that 
I can’t do better.”

Advise to women 

As we are about to part, I gently ask 
her how she recalls so many things 
effortlessly. She unassumingly spells  
a gem, “Read First. Absorb in silently. 
Say it loud. Write it out. That’s all I 
teach my children to do”. True to the 
title of her biography, she is indeed,  
a class apart. As I step out of the 
conversation into the bustling streets 
of Chennai, just one line engulfs me 
as I recount the visionary I just met. 
The lady who saw tomorrow.

Readers to note: The article remains in 
present tense as the interview was 
taken before the sad demise of Dr. YGP 
in August 2019. 

The interview was conducted by noted 
quizmaster and mentor of TheTeacher.in 
Giri Pickbrain, accompanied by 
Chandrashekar of Greycaps. 

“There is nothing a man can do that  
I can’t do better. If they develop that 
belief nothing can stop them.   
They can do anything if they set  
their mind to it.”

Is it true you asked Gandhiji to 
learn Tamil? 
She clari�es and says, “Gandhiji  
asked me if I know Hindi, so I asked 
Gandhiji if he knows Tamil, he smiled 
and said, ‘I know as much Tamil as 
you know Hindi’.”

Dr. YGP with Mrs. Indira Gandhi

Dr. A.P.J Abdul Kalam, during
a visit to the school
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There are a lot of children in India, 
who do not get basic education.
They are exposed to child labour, 
drug abuse, smuggling, poverty and 
lots more. To meet their daily needs, 
they are forced to beg on the streets. 
While most of us feel sad, and pity the 
children for their state, Haimanti Sen, 
a resident of Mumbai took the matter 
more seriously. 

Haimanti can be seen teaching 
underprivileged children on top of 
Kandivali station skywalk in Mumbai 
every day. She is on a mission to equip 
these children with the necessary 

skills that will enable them to 
be enrolled in a regular school.

The Beginnings
Haimanti, a drama teacher, like many 
others wondered about the future of 
slum kids loitering near train stations 
and wondered if they went to school. 
While travelling to work every day, 
she would often come across kids 

From 
Slums to 
Schools

Haimanti Sen
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from the nearby slum whiling away 
time or begging. She thought about 
the dif�cult environment they were 
growing up in. She began questioning 
herself on whether they understood 
the importance of education, 
whether they attended school or even 
knew about the Right to Education 
Act. She decided to visit the families 
and seek out answers to these 
questions she had in mind. 

Haimanti saw some children of a 
nearby slum at the station and 
requested them to take her to their 
parents. After meeting the families, 
she asked them about their kids’ 
education for which the parents had 

no answer. Looking at the poor 
situation of the children, she 
decided to teach art and craft to the 
kids on alternate days. The parents 
however were not happy about her 
decision. They tried to dissuade her 
from teaching, but Haimanti refused 
to give up. 

She even got in touch with a school 
in the area to enrol some of these 
kids. However, challenges remained 
pertinent. The school authorities 
agreed to take these children in only 
if Haimanti would guarantee their 

attendance to school on a regular 
basis. The school was also hesitant 
about the children’s interest in 
attending the school, for which 
she had no answer. 

‘Junoon’ is born
Haimanti took it upon herself to 
train and equip these kids for the 
rigorous hours at a formal school. 
From a few months in 2018, she 
taught them on alternative days, 
often juggling her work with 
passion. She �nally quit her 

Picture credits - The Better India

Picture credits - Femina.in

Picture credits - LinkedIn
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children have a criminal background, 
and the environment that they grow 
in is not a favourable one.

In most situations, the children are 
forced to beg by missing the classes. 
There have also been instances where 
children had hidden under parked 
vehicles, trying to escape from the 
parents and waiting for Himanti to 
pick them up. 

But, a lot has changed since Haimanti 
and her team have begun teaching 
these kids. They have begun to learn 
basic manners such as responding to 
their roll numbers, and maintaining 
basic hygiene such as combing their 
hair to look more presentable.

Haimanti now guarantees that out 
of all the kids that she has worked 
with, around �ve of them are �t to 
be enrolled in schools. She also stays 
hopeful that the rest of her students 
will someday reap the bene�ts of 
her efforts. 

full-time job and involved herself 
in educating these kids. 

This initiative of hers, which started 
as a solo mission, grew into an 
eight-member team that paved 
way to the birth of an NGO called 
‘Junoon’. Soon, Haimanti started 
visiting the skywalk where she 
taught the kids for an hour and a 
half. The children are taught Hindi 
letters, English alphabets, basic 
mathematics, developing cognitive 
skills to steer young minds into the 
right direction.

Children learn dance, art and craft 
on Saturdays and Sundays, attend 
regular classes on Tuesdays, 
Thursdays and Fridays. And, on 
Wednesday, they are exposed to 
street plays.

Overcoming challenges
Despite getting the children to 
attend classes on the skywalk, 
it is very dif�cult to convince the 
parents. Most of the parents of the 

Picture credits - Colgate

Picture credits - LinkedIn
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EDUCATION NEWS

Awards to promote school libraries

NCERT books to be gender-neutral

he Bandra Sen Library Awards will 
be given to librarians and heads 
from schools across the country 

for excellence in best practices in 
nurturing learning environments. 
The award aims to motivate and promote 
the library as a space for nurturing the 
imagination of students and critical 
thinking abilities, and to develop a 
collaborative spirit among them. 

The awards were constituted by One Up 
Library, Book Studio and Learning Lab in 
the memory of Bandra Sen, a leading 
�gure in the �eld of children's libraries 
and several other reading programmes in
India. The awards envision to create  

‘libraries’ as the heart of school 
communities.

The award entries are said to close in 
September 2019 and will be judged by a 
panel of renowned judges. 

According to Dalbir Kaur Madan, the 
entrepreneur who runs OneUp: Library, 
Book studio and Learning Lab, the library 
award aims to promote and create a road 
map for futuristic libraries, to set out to 
become role models for others. 

The awards will be presented in      
November 2019. 

ith an intention of 
eliminating gender 
stereotyping from school 

textbooks, the National Council of 
Education Research and Training 
(NCERT) plans on launching an online 
course which sensitises academicians 
on the gender issues in education. 
The course is said to deal with the 
problem of portraying traditional 
gender roles in school textbooks.

A senior member from the NCERT 
department stated that the board 

conducts several audits of school 
textbooks throughout the year to make 
them more integrated. He also added that 
everyone must be aware of the distinctions 
of gender-related issues and complexities. 
The member also stated that the main aim 
of the course is to train teachers to be 
sensitive to such issues.

The course is not just limited to teachers 
or academicians. Once released, the 
course can be accessed by the general 
public as well.

W
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The course is said to be available from the current �nancial year and will consist of 
lectures, assignments and activities. It is also said to be for 90 days after which the 
candidates will receive a certi�cate.

New attendance rules by CBSE to check students’ performance

classes to the students and their 
parents in the beginning of session
2. Sensitise the students and parents 

about the relevant rules and 
about the attendance 
requirement during the 
academic session.
3. Inform the students and 
parents the grounds on which 
shortage of attendance could
be condoned. 
4. Inform the students and 
parents to submit medical 

certi�cate(s) from the competent 
authority/leave application supporting 
the reason for availing/taking leave as 
and when leave is availed. 
5. Warn the students and parents if 
they are not attending the classes 
regularly and maintain the records of 
such students. 
6. Will inform the parents about 
shortage of attendance. 
7. Schools will recommend the cases   
as per Examination Bye-Laws only. 
8. Attendance will be calculated as on  
1 January of the Academic session. 
9. Shortage of attendance cases 
received in the concerned Regional 
Of�ce upto 7 January of the academic 
session of Class X or XII will only be 
considered by the Board. 
10. No case will be accepted after   
7 January of the academic session of 
Class X or XII. 
11. Cases without Mandatory 
documents will be summarily rejected.

F or all the Central Board of 
Secondary Education (CBSE) 
af�liated schools, a new law has 

been introduced to deal with 
students having low 
attendance. It has been 
speci�ed that minimum 
attendance is required for 
a student to appear for the 
Class X and XII board 
examinations. 

According to the 2019 
analysis by CBSE, students with low 
attendance have performed poorly than 
students who have greater attendance. 
This has resulted in CBSE taking a step to 
maintain student attendance. 

CBSE has also observed during the analysis, 
that the students, parents or the schools are 
not submitting the required documents or 
certi�cates while seeking exemptions in 
attendance. The Board has also mentioned 
that the schools are not forming any 
schedule for the students to submit the 
necessary documents either.

To ensure the importance of attendance and 
education, CBSE has come up with ‘Standard 
Operating Procedures’ to deal with students 
who do not reach the criteria of a prescribed 
percentage of attendance. 

As per the new guidelines, schools will have 
to inform the following:
1. Inform the importance of attendance and 
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also has three very simple values 
followed – be local, let your 
environment be your guide and 
foresee how your grandchildren will 
be affected by your actions. 

Location
The school is located in an 
undeveloped, natural area of the  
calm jungle of Sibang Kaja Village, 
divided by the Ayung River. The area 
has been farmed and landscaped to 
make it an ideal place for students to 
study, connect with nature and at the 
same time be safe.

The Beginnings
The school is the brainchild of John 
and Cynthia Hardy. After several years 
of home schooling their daughters, 
they wanted their daughters to attend 
a ‘real’ and a different school. 
And, John wanted to stay in Bali. 

The Hardys’ life changed one day, 
after they watched the Oscar-winning 
documentary ‘An Inconvenient Truth’  

What do we all look for when we say 
‘school’? Is it the locality, the campus, 
the people or the ambience? Once in the 
school premise, what do we expect to 
experience, feel and hear? How would it 
be if the school had no walls? How would 
it be if the school ignites a natural 
curiosity in children? 

Welcome to the ‘Green School’ in Bali, 
Indonesia. With the mission of ‘making 
our world sustainable’, the Green School 
Way is educating for sustainability in 
wall-less, natural environment. The school 

The Wall-less
School

Green School, Bali
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by Al Gore. This further motivated 
them to build a school in 2006. 

The �rst step towards this was to build 
a bamboo bridge across the Ayung 
River to the current location of the 
school. The ‘Green School’ �nally 
opened in September 2008 setting an 
example for education in sustainability. 

Approach towards Biodiversity
The Green School demonstrates how 
sustainable resources such as bamboo, 
mud and cement can be used to make 
a building more durable. The founders 
of Green School advocated the use of 
bamboo as an alternative to rain 
forest timber as a building material. 
The school is built with locally 
grown and treated bamboo. 

Bamboo is believed to be the fastest 
growing plant on the planet which is 
used at Green School to create modern 
classrooms. Bamboos are used with 
local mud and about 15% cement for 
all �oors in the campus. The building 
was constructed by local craftsmen 
and artisans.

Sustainability 
The school campus is powered by a 
number of alternative energy sources, 

including a bamboo sawdust hot water 
and cooking system, a hydro-powered 
vortex generator and solar panels, and 
much more.

Solar Energy: The Green School has 
solar Photovoltaic (PV) and microgrid 
energy management system. It is 
composed of 118 solar PV panels, a 72 
kWh capacity lead acid battery bank 
and inverters. The PV panel optimum 
capacity contributes close to 21 kWh 
to Green School’s renewable energy 
collection. With this, the school aims to 
become a carbon positive member of a 
carbon positive community.

The school has also installed Reverse 
Osmosis (RO) water �ltration systems 
to help meet the drinking water 
consumption. The source for this 
is a 60 metre well. 

Electricity: Electricity within the 
school campus comes from solar 
panels and a water vortex system. 
The vortex system diverts water from 
the river that �ows through the 
campus and turns it into energy.

Waste Management: Composting is 
used as one of the major solid waste 
management strategies in the school. 
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other such that the �sh feed 
on the plants, while the plants 
provide water �ltration for the �sh. 
This environment friendly technique 
helps the school to conserve water 
ef�ciently.

Bio-Bus: The students of this 
school launched the Bio-Bus to 
provide sustainable transport services 
to Green School students, teachers 
and community. The Bio-Bus runs 
purely on biodiesel made from used 
cooking oil.

Awards
In 2012, Green School, Bali was 
presented with the ‘2012 Greenest 
School on Earth’ award for its 
unique nature and for adopting 
environmentally sustainable ways 
to build the school and curriculum.

The school received the prestigious 
‘iCare Green Pentagon Award’ for 
delivering the best facilities with 
environment friendly campus in 2016. 
The school was also a �nalist for the 
2010 Aga Khan Award for 
Architecture.

A devoted composting station in 
school uses waste from kitchen, 
biomass and cow manure to create 
organic material.

The waste produced from the school 
kitchen is sent to the composting 
centre for recycling, or is either fed to 
the pigs. The waste produced in the 
gardens and natural landscape is also 
used for the composting station. 

The of�ce and the industrial waste of 
the school is given to a social initiative 
which collects such waste items for 
recycling.  

The human waste in the school is 
used in a very innovative way. This 
waste is recycled through composting 
toilet systems. This is recycled into the 
soil that becomes fertile ground for 
planting bamboo and bananas. 

Aquaponics: The school has 
aquaponics system in place. 
Aquaponics is a combination of 
aquaculture (raising �sh) and 
hydroponics (a system of growing 
plants in a soil-less environment). 
In this system, �sh and plants grow 
together in a single, closed system.  
They work in concurrence with each Source: greenschool.org
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According to a traditional proverb, the eyes are the window of the soul. 
I completely agree with this and I also believe that expressions are the 
window of the mind.

As a teacher when I am in a class, I not only listen to what my students 
say, but also try to perceive the unspoken. I genuinely believe that 
students express way more through their expressions and body 
language than they do through words. There might be various reasons 
which cause this to happen. Some students might not be having a clear 
understanding of how to express themselves in words, while others 
might not be willing to do the same due to hesitation or uncertainty. 
There might as well be other reasons which we are unaware of. So it is 
only fair that we enter each class like an empty tray, ready to observe 
and absorb all that the expression basket has to offer.

NEHA KHANNA | Teacher, Sunbeam 
School Lahartara, Varanasi

Neha Khanna is a Mathematics teacher at 
Sunbeam School Lahartara, Varanasi. She is 
a CENTA TPO city topper from Varanasi in 
the years 2017 and 2018. She is a winner of 
'The Progressive Teacher Award' for best 
lesson planning, 2017.

She believes in introducing innovative methods of teaching mathematics 
and establishing strong connect and bonding with students.
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In this particular 
photograph I have  
tried to capture the 
expressions of my 
students after asking 
them whether they 
would want to come and 
solve a sum on board.   
I’m sure as teachers we 
come across this 
situation often. But what 
makes it unique each 
time is the way students 
react to it.

This picture reiterates the fact that each child is unique and so is their 
learning style and speed. I have students who immediately raise their 
hands and look at me with a broad smile, eagerly waiting for me to call 
out their names. And there are some who quietly continue with their 
work, showing no interest in coming in the limelight where everyone 
will be just looking at them. There are also some students who raise 
their hands but still keep their gaze �xed on their notebooks- as if 
trying to convey that they know the answer but aren’t too con�dent 
about solving it on board. This can also be taken as an indication of the 
students being unsure of the answer but still being willing to give it a 
try. On the contrary, there are some who just can’t hold their 
excitement and stand despite raising their hands – probably to increase 
their visibility. And then there are few who just don’t seem to be 
affected by what’s going on in the class. They stay happy and lost in 
their own little world till we bring them back to ours.

This is just one of the many situations that we come across in our 
classrooms every day. It is through these observations that I get to know 
my students better. The students need to feel comfortable in expressing 
themselves and should feel accepted in a class. This will form the base 
of developing a better understanding between the teacher and the 
students. I, as a teacher, understand and respect their individuality and 
try my best to give them the freedom to express while staying as 
observant and welcoming of their expressions as I can. My students are 
free to experiment, explore and express. 
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Rama Ranganathan is the founder Principal of National 
Hill View Public School, Bangalore. She recently handed 
over the reins, after an enriching and ful�lling 
seventeen years.

She has been appointed by CBSE as a member of the 
Inspection Committee for Af�liation of new schools. 
She has been a mentor to schools across Bangalore for 
implementation of the CBSE Continuous Comprehensive 
Evaluation system. She has also held appointments as the 
Centre Superintendent for the conduct of the CBSE All 
India Secondary School Examinations and Head examiner for evaluation. 

As an effective counselor she has been offering students, teachers, parents and others the 
opportunity to �nd the desired solutions to their problems through positive interaction, 
with a high degree of con�dentiality!

Ma’am, can you please suggest ways by which I can get my class 
2 students to stay attentive after lunch, as most of them tend to 
fall asleep?

Primary level is the most enchanting period of one’s scholastic years! 
The primary school teacher is no less than a magician, as she �lls wonder, 
curiosity, excitement and joy into every learning moment, thus making 
learning effective for life! At this stage, children want to make the most 
of their wakeful hours and would do anything to avoid that mid-day nap.  

Some of the underlying factors that lead to sleepiness could be inadequate 
sleep at night and improper food habits, and lack of physical exercise 
outside school hours- all of which need to be primarily addressed by 
parents. You are the parent away from home and students, especially at 
this grade, adhere better, to rules laid down by you. You must seek parents’ 
cooperation to overcome the problem of sleepiness.
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So, it’s for you, THE MAGICIAN, to transform the post-lunch session, into 
an extended learning time, engaging students in purposeful, interesting 
and creative activities, planned with speci�c outcomes in mind, to enable 
mastery over skills, and to reinforce structure through reasoning and 
application, without the monotony of repetition. Blend a little excitement 
and surprise into every afternoon session and just see how the students 
wait, wide-eyed and awake, for the post-lunch session as the ‘Golden Time’ 
of the day!

A well thought out schedule for each day of the week will help you to 
organise a variety of creative activities, leading up to your learning 
objectives.

You should prepare a cheerful foreground so that your students look 
forward to the afternoon session with excitement �lled anticipation. 
The �rst afternoon activity could be to prepare the ground rules, with 
student participation. These could also include food and bedtime rules. 

It becomes easy if you decide on a couple of themes around which you 
could plan your afternoon activities. Such themes could be the values and 
life skills that you wish to equip your students with. 

    Circle time engages students of all ages and is an effective tool to instil 
    life skills and would serve as an ideal introductory activity and could 
    become a part of your weekly afternoon schedule, as well. This activity 
    will give you a glimpse of each student’s habits and personality. 

    Group activities and team games are great for keeping students alert, 
    attentive and active.

    It is appropriate to introduce students to project work at Grade 2. 
    This can be done in groups with individual students assigned a key 
    task, when put together enables team building and effective hands 
    on learning. 

    Theatre, role play and picture talk can be effectively used for enhanced 
    understanding of concepts in mathematics and environmental studies, 
    which includes natural science and humanities and developing 
    language skills, such as expression and articulation. 

    Quiz time is fun too and keeps each group engaged purposefully. Select 
    themes which indirectly extend their learning, as each group prepares 
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    and conducts quizzes by turns. The class library can serve as their   
    resource and research centre, thereby encouraging the reading habit. 

    Board games give a feeling of play and recreation and could be very    
    effective for reinforcement of learning skills like retention, reasoning 
    and application. The board games should be graded, catering to different 
    dif�culty levels and with adequate scope for success. 

    Class bulletin board activity can engage big groups with various tasks. 
    It could become the information centre of the class, updated by 
    different groups on a weekly basis and in keeping with the theme.   

    Students at this stage love to dabble with technology. One of your 
    afternoon sessions could be a treat in a Smart classroom equipped with 
    visually attractive and interactive modules. This could with aim to 
    enable better understanding of a concept. 

Through these afternoon sessions you will create writers, poets, orators, 
actors and directors, designers, artists, scientists, chefs, environmentalists, 
entrepreneurs and even teachers, who are competent, con�dent and 
communicative, positive and humane and helpful individuals. 

Creative extended learning is long lasting and is bound to elicit 
surprisingly magical attention! You will have butter on both sides as better 
learning outcomes will be achieved even during your morning sessions, 
with stress free and joyous student participation. There will be an air of 
anticipation and cheer with which the students look forward to your 
magical afternoon sessions!       
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Folk Games

Picture credits - GamingZion

Pachisi

Pachisi is derived from the Hindi word ‘pachis’ which means ‘twenty-�ve’. 
Twenty-�ve is considered to be the largest score needed to win the game. 
Pachisi is believed to have originated many centuries ago. It is sometimes called 
the national game of India. 

This is a four-player game that has 
many versions like, Ludo (UK), 
Parchis (Spain), Parcheesi (USA) 
and Uckers. A slightly complex 
version of Pachisi is called 
Chaupar.

The game is also mentioned in the 
Mahabharata, where the Pandavas 
and the Kauravas play 
Chaupar/Chausar. 

How is the game played?
The game is played on a board that 
is cross-shaped (i.e., having four 
arms). Each arm is divided into three columns of eight squares each. 
Three squares of each arm are marked and are known as castles. All four arms 

meet in the middle and this 
forms the ‘charkoni’ (a large 
square). Each player gets a set of 
four buttons or stones to play 
the game. 

A player begins the game by 
throwing six cowrie shells. The 
number of moves to be taken by 
a player depends on how the 
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shells appear after being 
thrown – 2,3,4 or 5 cowries 
facing upwards indicate 
that the player must take 
2,3,4 or 5 steps 
respectively. 6 cowries 
facing upwards indicates 
that the player must take 
six steps and a grace step. 
If only 1 cowrie faces 
upward, the player can 
take 10 steps and a grace 
step. If no cowries appear 
facing upwards, the player 
gets 25 steps and a grace step. These rules can vary from place to place. 

Players sitting opposite to each other are considered to be partners in this 
game. The �rst set of partners to travel around the board and re-enter the 
charkoni win the game.

Why should it be played?
Pachisi is a great game for teachers to bust stress. When the game is 
introduced to students, it will help them develop skills like strategy, tactics, 
counting and probability.

Picture credits - LiveHistoryIndia

Answers for Quiz of the Month - August 2019

1. Istanbul

2. Cape Agulhas

3. Toblerone 

4. Africa

5. Cambodia

6. Danube

Shiva and Parvati playing Chaupar
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We learn something every day. Be it 
how the latest gadgets work or the 
pronunciation of new words. There are 
some other interesting lessons that we 
learn too. For example, getting stuck in 
a traf�c jam and learning to leave a 
little early the next day, or to look for an 
alternate route. It can also be learning 
to �x a complicated device in class. 

Learning can also happen with our 
interaction with people. We can be 
inspired by one and learn our lessons 
on what not to do from someone else. 
Hence, our surroundings become our 
teacher, the people we interact with 
become our teachers, the circumstances 
that we encounter become our teacher, 
guiding our everyday lives.

Bruce Lee famously said, “Life itself is 
your teacher and you are in a state of 
constant learning.” In terms of growing 
and learning, one never gets old. 
There is no age limit to learn. 
Learning does not come with a 
deadline or a timeline. Learning does 
not fade away or diminish with age. 
Learning is an ongoing process.

Varsha Prasad is leading THETEACHER.IN initiative from Greycaps, exclusively for teachers,           
as its Editor. She is also the Editor of TheTeacher.in magazine. It is created by Greycaps to celebrate 

the contributions of our teachers. She has played a vital role in creating many products, which ignite 
the curiosity of children, including the Global Awareness Program, also known as GAP in schools. 

Varsha Prasad

This gives us all a validation that the 
learning environment is one of the 
biggest teachers. We are constantly 
learning and growing every single day, 
becoming better versions of ourselves. 
These circumstances also give us the 
experience to evolve. With these 
surroundings, we constantly ‘learn’, 
‘unlearn’ and ‘relearn’, to �t into the 
ever-changing world, to belong and to 
be relevant. 

This Teachers’ Day, let us thank the 
omnipresent teacher for helping us 
grow, learn, succeed and blossom. 
Let us be thankful for our experiences 
and learnings for they have been our 
best teachers.

Happy Teachers’ Day!

varsha@greycaps.com

VARSHA PRASAD
Editor, TheTeacher.in
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1. 'Ustad Bismillah Khan' is best known for playing which musical instrument? 

                            a. Tabla                                          b. Shehnai
 
2. Which Indian scientist is also known as the ‘Father of the Indian                 

Space Programme’?

                            a. Dr. A. P. J. Abdul Kalam             b. Vikram Sarabhai
 
3. 'Bihu' is a dance form is from the Indian state of ________.

                            a. Assam                                        b. Odisha
   
4. The four Vedas consists of Rigveda, Yajurveda, Samaveda and _______.

                            a. Atharvaveda                              b. Rugveda
 
5. 'Kahwah' is a form of green tea mainly consumed in _______.

                            a. Maharashtra                             b. Jammu & Kashmir

6. Which of these is the national animal of India?

                            a. Tiger                                           b. Lion

7. Where is the 'Bhabha Atomic Research Centre' located?

                            a. Mumbai                                     b. Chennai

8. Which of the following Indian PSU's main business is to generate electricity?

                            a. BHEL                                           b. NTPC

9. Who suceeded 'Duvvuri Subbarao' as the 23rd Governor of the RBI? 

                            a. Arun Jaitley                               b. Raghuram Rajan

10. Which of these is located in Jammu & Kashmir?

                            a. Vaishno Devi                             b. Kedarnath

Answers in the October 2019 edition of  

TheTeacher.in magazine
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